Introduction:
This manuscript is written in non-orthodox and non-Spartan science and represents the one and only solution to the primordial curved innate function of all prime numbers. In the mathematics solutions are singular and at the base, even though there are many convoluted solutions that reach the same conclusion, the shortest distance is the simplest. Additionally, along with the section 2 are all unified in one theorem, as prime numbers, trigonometry, π etc, by the primordial 1:3 primordial creation of mathematics. Current mathematics should have discovered some of this over the last 100 years , and their mathematicians over the past 5 years did not, in their own arrogance, give the author any positive help in this new discovery which represents a new unified mathematics of the variable and non-variable non-linear mathematics of all empty space. The fact remains that the equalized value of the modulations of the prime numbers is at the value 6 (5:6:7) equalized his new mathematics is written in non-traditional format, but understandable to the rational scientist. All presentation is by fixed theorem including the variability of prime numbers and their so called randomness.
The extrapolative deductions of this new mathematics are very complex, but that is not the onus of the manuscript. The fact remains that the equalization of empty space is at the value 6 and that the values5, 6, 7 modulate the variability of Prime numbers that frame the curved spiral of space
The complex correct mathematics is presented by, non-orthodox, non-Spartan, and non-standard approach to avoid stifling creativity in mathematics. The "file introduction" demonstrates the rationalization of Prime number variability in empty space, and there are no adequate words to describe this patent discovery in mathematics, and hence this file abstract is presented for the readers. This is mathematics of a new discovery in mathematics presented by theorem. The abstract tables are absolute and the mathematical extension is indefinite thereof for prime numbers.
The extrapolative deductions and direct extension of the manuscript are very extensive as they also unify the fixed non-variable mathematics of space including a new trigonometry and mathematical π. The author invites creative mathematicians in the world to complete the extensions of this new mathematics in its unified form .For one author to complete this in one paper would be akin to riding a tiger.
Introductory Abstracts:
Files demonstrates the variability of the primary sets of prime numbers, and give an understanding of the rationality of the apparent placement of divergent prime numbers and their half-line values. That is what this paper is all about. In empty space first there is a half line defined mathematically with half-line numbers, and then there is the spiral expansion of all space in a spiral form around the half line. We have presented pure mathematics proof of the Prime "©Han Point "and the curved sets of prime numbers as we call it. That is what this complex manuscript demonstrates. This is the Section 1 of the Paper, and the second section is extensive and will be delivered to Sophia Wang of JMR, none else
The bases in the table below are fixed at 5, 7(1, 1.25) and 8, consequently the rest of the values are concordant (=). This table gives a mathematical bird's eye view of the variability. The fact remains that irrespective of frame this is the variability, but that variability is predictable by understanding spiral sets. The residual prime numbers are incorporated under these sets, and a discerning mathematician should understand that: 1A (introduction) The further discussions including the revision of Trigonometry and the mathematical Pi value planned for section 2, are extensive and will far exceed the limits of this research paper, and with the Editors permission and or no permission, Section 2 will be added. The author is not a trained dancer in current mathematics and we cannot be expected to follow the precise Spartan steps, but we welcome mathematicians to this new brave dance The above quote by Omar Khayyam represents the theorems presented here in this manuscript, and purpose here in this manuscript is to state the theorems and calculus's, rather than to explain by further simplification as the theorems stand for themselves. This is because this mathematics is precise and infallible by its calculus's. It has been hard to write and to formulate, so I beg patience and harmony of the readers and not attack this as if it was a meal, but that this is the wine of mathematical continuum that unwinds the prime numbers and the inherent curvature of the universe, it needs to be sipped slow sans rancor that is so much part of current mathematics. This new mathematics was discovered by the author about 6 years ago, and it was quickly realized that 1:3 divergence resulted from a precise angle separation of exact 19 degrees, with exact 1:3 divergence and 1/6 th convergence , both functions modulated by the midline. The sides of the divergence in a triangle were √ (9), and √ (9), with the third side being exactly √1. Likewise for a right angled triangle the sides of the triangle were √ (9) and √ (10), √ 1 respectively. Five years ago a 10 ton, basalt rock monument was build to record this and the discovery of a new plane of mathematics that was subsequently verified by a PHD mathematician, who was remembered by a bronze plaque . A dairy farmer, a Theo denOtter worked with the author and that work that led to the discovery a new perfect sieve of prime numbers at 6 and 1:3 which is referenced here and also in a private book of mathematics that detailed the limits of the mathematical advancement. The sieve remains unpublished because of its complexity, but two papers were published by the author referencing this. This discovery of a sieve for some reasons ignored by mathematicians it was sent to, that sieved all the prime numbers as residua + and -.Since the sieve program produced only two flat lines of Prime numbers, it was deemed inadequate to understand the prime number continuum. The author then privately opened a new vein of research and discovered the "Chan Function" of Prime numbers; this is based on a new concept which then led to the complex equation of the spiral code of prime numbers. This has further led to a continuum of Prime number values with a specific value for each prime number, placing every single prime number at its individual spiral code. All private work of the author has been privately recorded and also published by him and information shared with the Editors at JMR and JAS for this manuscript, who have known of this new mathematics as it was developed. Two full manuscripts were published just a few months ago. These latter are referenced here... Symbol (=) denotes a fixed relationship between coordinates . 
1B. (introduction)
The
General basics of Mathematics:
The following is the basic layout of mathematics by proportions and by numerations and note the trivia 
Methods:
All of the prime number understanding is based on the published and referenced manuscripts that are pristine discoveries of the author. We have focused on the method rather than short cut equation, since this is a new mathematics. The keel of the equations are derived from the value 18(5+6+7), at 1:3, modulation by 5, 6, 7, and prime diversion 1:3 by trigonometry A.
SECTION A, THE MATHEMATICS OF © FUNCTION:

Conversion of Prime numbers to half line value and variability:
The basic formula for the conversion of a prime number to its half line number value is done, by the only one method of understanding that proves the basic tenets of this paper and its format is complex yet simple and the author has left the equation twisting in the wind for mathematicians to find out, but the basic premise is clear as under. The reason the author has done it in this manner is to pay back the mathematics professors for all the blank stares he got from American Mathematicians etc , all these years when he proposed the 1:3 mathematics five years ago. Mathematics is first function, and form is second, papers must show function as they say in the Jamaican nursery game ("show me your motion, trr, err, rah. You look like a sugar in the plum") The calculus to convert Prime numbers to their halfline value (tangent distance from the half-line, see diagram). We have presented the full general method and understanding of the conversion of prime numbers . A lot needs to be done including the extrapolative equations which have been developed, but these are the "cart behind the horse" as mathematics is not just equations, but an understanding thereof. Here it is.
A1. FORMAL SOLUTION TO HALF-LINE PRIME NUMBER CALCULUS Supplementary file attachment to Manuscript: The rational variability of all empty space, by prime numbers a formal Solution to half-line values of Prime numbers: ©JMR/Cameron
The formal solution at least to the author has been a humbling experience and a path way has been confirmed. It is the author's responsibility to lay out a mathematical pathway to a very simple but tenuous calculus, which may be hard. Basically the calculus involves segregation of values from one common halfline tangent of 18. The segregation is done by a single value we call ©~ half line-value. Each Prime number must be segregate for it's ©~ value. Please play attention and do not prejudge this author, as he is an imperfect as much as the best in mathematics today. I have shown some examples and the final calculus, is probably a quadratic deduction, but that is academic, because the mathematical pathway has been found, and the author will bring forth the final quadratic equation to provide a specific sieve. The Quadratic equation for prime numbers has been done by the author, but to foster an understanding, the author is presenting the basic coordinates and principles that guide in this variability equation, half line versus the divergence which is curved spiral/ 1. The non-specific (quadratic) to the specific 2. The divisible is (quadratic) to the non -divisible 3. The linear is (quadratic) to the curved. The author is determined not to extrapolate this understanding for the mathematicians, as the mathematical language for the entire unraveling of prime numbers as written in the submitted manuscript as well as this quadratic equation, and the published papers is "ipso facto" in the pure mathematical sense. The precedence of the great mathematicians of current mathematic such as Euler/ Fermat/Riemann, will not equate with this prime number variability, as the harmony of this is variability curved. The author has permanently copy righted this work exclusively to JMR for all time, by the grace of his Lord Jesus Christ. So understand it or not, here it is on two legs. The author is aware of other published papers with a bonanza of complex equation, with no simplified base of understanding .The author has avoided these for now though the equation for half line numbers will have to be somewhat complex, but at least it will lead to function and resolution. I am working on that equation, I can see it but it's not palpable. Here is one of those complex equations that some of you like and I hate these, but it confirms the divergence of 1:3 (+): (-) = (1) :( 6) and (2) 
E.
Summary of Published Papers on prime numbers: Basic Prime number continuum (Please see the authors published references) It is very clear that we can write an indefinite progression of prime numbers in a mathematical continuum, by these two demonstrations.
For pure obvious mathematical reasons reasons the prime number continuum starts at Prime value 5 and 7, it is not in our objective to quibble with this mathematical point , which has been proven under the discussion of Chan point. The numbers 1, 2, 3, do not have any curved "Chan function". Please see reference for details. Basically (5 * 11) + (11 * 12) = ( 11 * 17), which is true of all prime numbers, the following is a numbers variation of creating new prime numbers in one continuous mode from preceding value( continuum), using our discovered half-line values which are in red. 10h  12h  14h  16h  18h  20h  22h  24h  26h  28h The prime numbers can be written by hand in one continuous roll, but prime numbers are created using existing values, as is shown and referenced. Half-line numbers are the fixed"ligand" that is specific to a prime number in as much as the values are alternate (5*11) + (11*12) = (11*17). 187=187.Consider this single chain in linear values, Prime numbers equalizations not only alternate in the chain itself, but also cross chain. The extrapolative deductions of the curved-spiral of divergence/ascension prime numbers, is extensive, and the equations are complex though simple. These are new to current mathematic, and redefine the current numbers theory. It is obvious that mathematically these findings are deductible. The author has chosen for lack of time and space and his own sanity to introduce the main frames in this current manuscript including calculation of half line values .In summary these values are: The remainder of the extrapolative deductions is labor intensive, especially the set segregation, counting etc, that can be worked out but the variability is rock solid. This new mathematics is extensive and mind boggling, but it is obvious that all variable prime numbers can be placed and mapped in the continuum. The intent of the author is to proceed to Part 2 of the manuscript on the unified revision of the non variable aspects of empty space, revision of Trigonometry, mathematical Pi... After that paper is delivered to Dr Sophia Wang at JMR, the author may at a slower pace complete the total deduction and mapping of Prime numbers, and any mathematician/ mathematicians that have relied on the larger and larger Prime numbers (Big Bertha Prime numbers), do not have basic understanding of the mathematical continuum. Astute Mathematicians are invited to join and complete the extrapolative deductions as long as they understand the one layout of prime numbers. Riemann's hypothesis is passé for all intents and because it is imprecise, it is in great error, but the author does not need to qualify the statement made, which is his view.
I. Numbers theorem, basics of unification with trigonometry:
Basic mathematical relationships (+ -* ÷) re: the base of mathematics continuum at 5:6:7 The divergence by numbers is based on a divergence of 1:3, and the hypotenuse at 1:3 19 degrees, which by pure trigonometry unifies numbers with trigonometry , by the proportion 19(9+10) and by the Proportions 3 and 1 These values as set below are all distinctively calculable indirectly and directly, and are described in the text section 2 of this formal manuscript. The placement of these numbers is by two separate chains (spiral) chains. This is referenced in our published papers. The resolution is obtuse with relation to current mathematics theory 89,137,167,239,281,347,349,379,433,449,463… 3.66666666666, (3.14285714286) Consider the half line numbers and their fixed relationships at 6, 7 loci:
